
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE VICTOZA® PEN
Please.read these instructions carefully before using your pen,
yourtpen  ¢om6s_with  18  mg  of  liragiutide.  You  can  sele¢  doses of 0.6  mg,-1.2  mg
and  1.8  mg.

The  pen  is designed to  be  usecl with  NovoFine® or NovoTwistp 'disposable  injection
needles up to a  length of 8  mm and as thin  as 32G (0.'25/0.23  mm).

Prepare your, pen
Check the name and coloui-ed label of your pen to make sure that it contains
liraglutide.  Using  the wrc;ng  medicine could  cause severe  harm.

H Pull off the pen cap.

H Pull off the paper tab from a new disposable needle
Screw the needle straight and tightly onto your pen.

in Pull off the inner needle cap and dispose of it.
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A Always use a new needle for each injection. This reduces the rlsk of contarT]ination,
Infection,  leakage of  liraglutide;  blocked  needles and  Inaccurate dosi.ng `    `

A Be careful  not to bend or damage the needle +
A Never try to put the Inner needle cap back on the n?edle  You  maystick yourself with

the needle

Caring for your pen
•     Do  not try to  repair your pen  or pull  i't 'abart`.
•     Keep your  pen  away from  dust,  dirt and all  kinds of  liquid§.
•    Clean the pen with a cloth  moistened with a  mild detergent.

?     Do_n_ot try_t_o w_ash,  soak  or  I_ub_ri_cate  it = thi_s ca_n_._harm  the  pen.

A Important infor]mation
•    Do not share your pen or needles with  anyone'else.
•     Kee-p your  pen  out of the  reach  of others,  especially children
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Dose selectc

Vith each new pen, check the flow
heck the flow before your first injection with each new pen. If your pen is
]ready in use, go to `Select ysur dose',-step H .---

Turn the dose selector until the flow check symbol
lines up with the pointer.

HQld..the pen with the 'needle pointing up. Tap the
cartridge gently with your finger a few times. This will
make any air bubbles collect at the top of the
cartridge,

Keep the needle pointing  up and  press the dose
button  until  0 mg  liries up with  the pointer.

A drop of liraglutide should appear at the needle tip
lf no drop appears,  repeat steps E to G  up to four
times.

If there is st"  no drop of liraglutide, change the
needle and  repeat steps I to G once more.

Do  not use the pen  if a  drop of liraglutide still  does
not appear. This indicates the pen  is defective and

you  must use a  new one.
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h lf you  have dropped your pen against a  hard surface or suspect that something  is
wrong with  it, always put on a  new disposable  needle and check the flow before you
inject.



nject your dose
nsert the needle into your skin using the injection technique shown by your
loctor oT nurse, Then follow the instructions below:

Press the dose button to inject until 0 mg  lines up
with the pointer.  Be careful  not to touch the display
with your other fingers or press the d6se selector
sideways when you  inject. This is because it may
block the injection.

Keep the dose button pressed down and leave the
needle unc!er the skin for at least 6 seconds. This is to
make sure that you get your full dose.

Pull out the needle.

After that, you may see a drop ]iraglutide at the
needle tip.

This is normal and does not affect your dose.
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When the needle is covered,  carefully push the outer
needle cap compiEtely on. Then  unscrew-the.needle.
Dispose of it carefully and  put the pen cap back on.

When the pen is empty,  carefully dispose of it without
a  needle attached.  Please dispose of the pen and
needleln accorc!ahce with  local  requirements.
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hAlways remove the needle after each injection, and store your pen without a
-  needle attached.

AThis reduces the risk of contamination,  infection,  leakage of  liraglutide,  blocked
needles and  inaccurate  closing.
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Select your dose
Atways check that the pointer lines up with 0 mg.

|E|Turn the dose selector until your needed dose lines up
with the pointer (0.6  mg,  1.2  mg  or  1.8  mg).

If you Selected a wrong dose  by mistake,  simply
change it by turning the dose selector backwards or
forwards until the right dose  lines up with the
pointer-
Be careful not to press the dose button when
turning the dose selector backwards,  as liraglutide
may come out.

If the dose selector stops before your needed dose
lines up with the pointer, there is not enough
liraglutide left for a full  dose.  Then you  can  either:

Split your dose into two injections:
Turn the dose selector in either direction  until 0.6  mg
or 1.2  mg lines up with the pointer.  Inject the dose.
Then prepare a  new pen for injection and  inject the
remaining number of mg to complete your dose.

You may only split your dose between your current
pen and a  new pen  if trained or advised  by your-      healthcare professional.  Use a  calculator to  plan  the

doses.  If you split the dose wrong, you  may inject too
much  or too  little  liraglutide.

Inject the full dose with a new pen:
lf the dose selector stops before 0.6  mg  lines up with
the pointer,  prepare a  new pen and Inject the full
dose with the new pen.

A Do not try to select other closes than 0.6  mg,1.2  mg or  1.8 mg. The numbers in the
display must line up precisely with the pointer to ensure that you get the correct dose.
The dose selector clicks when you turn  it.  Do not use these clicks to select your dose.
Do not use tha cartridge scale to measure  how much  liraglu{ide .tg  inj_ect -_ lt_is _net


